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Location Best Time Highlight
Welcome to Las Vegas Sign Mornings Less crowded so more time to pose and get great shots. 

Bellagio Fountains Dusk Every 15 minutes is a chance to grab the perfect spot.

The Gondolas at Venetian Anytime * A walk through Venice with photo ops around every turn. 

Lovers #3 at Fontainebleau Anytime This gorgeous 4 story tall sculpture can’t be missed. 

Chandeleir Bar Cosmopolitan Anytime Several great selfie ops but potentially lots of people.  

Skyfall Panoramic Bar Dusk/Night A full view down the Strip from 30 stories high. 

Eiffel Tower at Paris Las Vegas Anytime The best angle is from across the street at Bellagio. 

The Wynn Atrium Early is Better Gorgeous live flowers create a colorful backdrop.  

Neon Museum (DTLV) Anytime * There are extra fees for photographs but they are worth it. 

Arts District Murals Daytime/Dusk It’s fun to hunt for the perfect backdrop in DTLV. 

Pinball Museum Anytime Nostalgic shots and unique backgrounds abound. 

Bellagio Botanical Garnes Anytime Settings made of flowers provide seasonal backdrops. 

The High Roller Ferris Wheel Dusk/Night Unparalleled views from above the heart of the Strip. 

Fremont East/Container Park Dusk/Night Fun visuals, art and neon in this DTLV location.

Barry’s Prime at Circa* Night Let Vegas Vickie welcome you to a swanky setting. 

The Smith Center (DTLV) Daytime/Dusk The Art Deco architecture and interior are classic Vegas. 

Pipe Dream (Smith Center) Daytime/Dusk Veritcal stripes of color, 10+ ft tall, bring music to life. 

Area 15 (Many Art Installations) Night Eclectic visuals abound at the home of Meow Wolf. 

Trevi Fountain at Caesar’s Anytime Make them ask “are you in Vegas or Rome?”  

*Reservation or Tickets Required

From the Welcome Sign to Downtown Las Vegas (DTLV), opportunities for perfect couple’s selfies are everywhere. 
To get the best angles, bring a trusted friend. Better yet bring the whole wedding party! Taking photos will be a 
blast and most of the locations on this list offer a variety of fun things to do on property. 

Note: Certain locations have photgraphy rules. Some like the Neon Museum require tickets and may charge 
additonal photography fees. Other locations may require reservations. Please also do an internet search for 
details on these locations. We recommend patience as some locations can be crowded. Please patronize the 
host businesses so they will keep photo ops free. And above all, enjoy yourself!

Make it easy: Book our professionally guided photo tour. We will provide the photographer and transportation. 

Downtown Las Vegas (DTLV) 




